UPCOMING EVENT

GTC East 2008

September 22-25, 2008

CTG will have a booth at the Government Solutions Center at GTC East 2008. We invite all attendees to stop by and find out more about CTG. We will be showcasing and highlighting the many projects and partnerships we have conducted over the years in New York State, along with providing information on current NYS projects and practical guides and resources.

SPOTLIGHT ON

2007 Annual Report

CTG is pleased to share with you our 2007 Annual Report. We invite you to spend some time reading the issue articles and learning more about the projects, resulting reports and scholarly works, and the presentations and conferences that CTG participated in during 2007. This year's report includes issue articles on mobile technology in the public sector; the challenge of regional coordination in incidence response efforts; the promise of performance measurement to improve government and the limitations of current methods and models; and a capability-based view of government IT innovation.

>> Full report as PDF
>> Full report as HTML

RECENT NEWS


Meghan Cook, CTG program manager, authors article on mobile technology in September's issue of Government Technology magazine. Full article >> http://www.govtech.com/gt/406814


CTG IN THE NEWS
